A professional repair system
Signature AR is more than just a replacement joint. It’s an entire repair system which uses professional, industrial-quality products from RCR Flooring Products – a replacement construction joint, concrete bonding agent, screed and appropriate surface finishes. The result is a complete, once-and-for-all joint repair, requiring no ongoing maintenance.

Adaptable and robust
Unlike other joint-based repair systems, Signature AR uses short lengths of joint which can easily be clipped together to repair longer sections if required.

Manufactured from a glass reinforced polymer, the joint is not only extremely tough but easy to handle, corrosion free, resistant to most chemicals and non-conductive.

No more disruption
Damaged construction joints in a warehouse or factory floor can slow operations, and cause equipment damage too.

Permaban Signature AR solves the problem once and for all. It’s a professional joint repair system which provides a strong, permanent solution for damaged floor joints.

No more impact, no more damage
At the heart of the AR system is Permaban’s Signature armoured joint. Its half-hexagon shape means traffic can move smoothly across the joint, in any direction, without causing joint impact or damage. So by repairing your joint with Signature AR you can improve the joint’s performance too!

Find out more
Read more at www.permaban.com or scan this code with your smartphone.
RCR Flooring Products is the organisation behind some of the world's best known industrial flooring brands.

We design, manufacture and supply a wide range of products used in the creation of industrial floors, including Rinol resin coating systems, Permaban armoured joints, and Rocland floor surface hardeners.

The three brands are united by a commitment to product excellence, customer support and worldwide service.

Our products have been used in factories and distribution centres for many of the world's leading companies, and are trusted by engineers, architects and contractors.

Our clients include:

B&Q    WICKES    TESCO    ROYAL MAIL    PROLOGIS    GOODMAN    GAZELEY
FOCUS    CASTORAMA    GOLDBECK    HOMEBASE    SELCO
BIG YELLOW    SELF STORAGE    ALDI    ALLIED BAKERIES    LIDL    IKEA
MORRISONS    SAINSBURY'S    PNK RUSSIA    RADIUS GROUP RUSSIA

RCR Flooring Products is the manufacturing division of RCR Industrial Flooring, an international group offering integrated floor services from design to construction and maintenance.


Please contact us for further technical information, health & safety guidance, installation instructions and specification advice.

RCR Flooring Products Ltd. Mill Close, Lee Mill Industrial Estate, Ivybridge, Devon PL21 9GL
Tel: +44 1752 895288 Fax: +44 1752 395800 Email: sales@rcrflooringproducts.com

www.permaban.com